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Main points

• Learning Networks are communities that facilitate the 
coproduction of health and healthcare at scale

• Social science insights:
– people are ‘programmed’ for cooperation
– distribution of means of production
– ‘tragedy of the commons’ (not)
– actor-oriented architecture

• Coproduction is a key concept
– nature of healthcare as a service
– LNs are complex systems– change coproduction, change the 

system
• Framework for understanding and improving LNs

– AOA suggests interventions to facilitate collaboration at scale
• measures, models, mechanisms



Learning Networks: Replicable scientific phenomena



Why do they work?

. . . and how might we make them work better, faster, 
and at larger scales?



What’s going on here?

• “It is not intuitive that thousands of volunteers 
could beat big companies.  But they do.” 
– Yochai Benkler, Harvard Law School
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The Architecture of Collaboration

• Actor Oriented Architecture
– Actors who have a shared purpose and the 

capabilities and values to self-organize 
– Renewable and expandable commons where the 

actors accumulate and share resources
– Protocols, processes, and infrastructure that 

enable peer-to-peer collaboration



• Demonstrates 
change in 
Actor-oriented 
architecture 
over time
– more people 

involved
– more sharing, 

collaboration
– easier to form 

teams



• Self-assessment of 
process maturity in six 
domains

• Comparisons possible 
across LNs and within 
LN over time



CLHSs work . . .  

. . . but how might we make them work better, faster, 
and at larger scales?
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LHS Agent-based model

• Agent-based models
– computer programs in which artificial agents (doctors 

and patients) interact based on a set of rules within an 
environment specified by the researcher. 



Translate theory into parameters
Table 1: Theoretical Elements of Learning Networks, Learning Network Change Concepts, and Representations 
of Change Concepts in the Preliminary Model. Theoretical elements include the Chronic Care Model and the 
Actor-Oriented Architecture. Learning Network Change Concepts have been shown to be common across 
existing Learning Networks.4 The representation of these in the preliminary model can be manipulated by 
stakeholders, and outcomes across different initial settings can be compared.

Theoretical Elements CLHS Change Concept Representation in Preliminary Model

Chronic Care Model Implement the Chronic Care Model Amount of data brought to clinical encounter, 
rules about how much information is produced, 
periodicity of encounters, implementation of 
treatment package

AOA - Sufficient numbers of 
actors with the values and 
skills to self-organize

Leadership to align all participants 
around a shared goal and to build 
a culture of generosity and 
collaboration

Rules for agent state changes (e.g. becomes 
more active at x time-steps, patient becomes 
less active if interacting with less active 
clinician). Rate of shared information brought to 
clinical encounter. Spread of activation via social 
network

AOA - A commons where 
actors create and share 
resources

Platforms for creating and sharing 
common resources

Rate of information created that is shareable
Rate of shareable information that is shared

AOA - Processes, protocols 
and structures that make it 
easier to form functional teams

Network governance policies that 
facilitate sharing,

Information spread via clinician social network

AOA - Processes, protocols 
and structures that make it 
easier to form functional teams

Quality Improvement as a common 
framework and method used by all 
for learning and improving

Rate at which information is implemented into 
treatment 

AOA - Processes, protocols 
and structures that make it 
easier to form functional teams

Data registries that support clinical 
care, improvement, and research

Amount of shareable data available



Computational and face validity

• Theory
– More, more involved people create and share 

information, knowledge and knowhow for making 
better decisions, which allows people to get what is 
needed when it’s needed to act in ways to improve 
health and healthcare

• Model 
– Patients influence others à Patient population 

becomes more activated à Increases availability of 
shared knowledge à Improves outcomes
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Figure 4: Patient population activation  as a function of  
patient influence
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Figure 5: Shared knowledge as a function of Patient 
population activation
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Figure 6: Median patient outcome as a function of  shared 
knowledge
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~ 100,000 
Participants

43 States

5 Countries

Potential laboratory



LHS Science –
Translational Spectrum
• Basic/Fundamental Questions

– Description and observation, natural history
– Measurement
– Models
– Mechanisms of action

• Translational (T1, T2, T3)
– Experiments conducted in a structured and predictable 

setting to better understand process or effect.
• Implementation (T4)

– Test hypotheses in real-world settings
– Adjust for context and setting
– QI Research
– Assess/improve outcomes




